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Details of the role – about Risk

The Risk division has a fundamental responsibility to protect the Bank. With group-wide responsibility for the management and control of credit, mar-The Risk division has a fundamental responsibility to protect the Bank. With group-wide responsibility for the management and control of credit, mar-The Risk division has a fundamental responsibility to protect the Bank. With group-wide responsibility for the management and control of credit, mar-
ket, operational and reputational risks, we have a unique vantage point which allows us a holistic view of our businesses and our clients. Nearly 4,000 ket, operational and reputational risks, we have a unique vantage point which allows us a holistic view of our businesses and our clients. Nearly 4,000 ket, operational and reputational risks, we have a unique vantage point which allows us a holistic view of our businesses and our clients. Nearly 4,000 
employees work together to achieve our ambition to be an industry-leading risk management organisation.employees work together to achieve our ambition to be an industry-leading risk management organisation.employees work together to achieve our ambition to be an industry-leading risk management organisation.

In an increasingly complex environment, risk management is fast-becoming the most sought after place to build a career within the banking world. In an increasingly complex environment, risk management is fast-becoming the most sought after place to build a career within the banking world. In an increasingly complex environment, risk management is fast-becoming the most sought after place to build a career within the banking world. In an increasingly complex environment, risk management is fast-becoming the most sought after place to build a career within the banking world. In an increasingly complex environment, risk management is fast-becoming the most sought after place to build a career within the banking world. 
Risk at Deutsche Bank is relied upon to help shape the strategy of the organisation and the wider industry agenda.Risk at Deutsche Bank is relied upon to help shape the strategy of the organisation and the wider industry agenda.Risk at Deutsche Bank is relied upon to help shape the strategy of the organisation and the wider industry agenda.Risk at Deutsche Bank is relied upon to help shape the strategy of the organisation and the wider industry agenda.Risk at Deutsche Bank is relied upon to help shape the strategy of the organisation and the wider industry agenda.

The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-The Risk division plays a critical role in identifying and managing a wide range of risks to which Deutsche Bank is exposed as part of its global oper-
ations – from credit and market risks to non-fi nancial risks. As an integral part of this division, Credit Risk Management operates as an independent ations – from credit and market risks to non-fi nancial risks. As an integral part of this division, Credit Risk Management operates as an independent ations – from credit and market risks to non-fi nancial risks. As an integral part of this division, Credit Risk Management operates as an independent ations – from credit and market risks to non-fi nancial risks. As an integral part of this division, Credit Risk Management operates as an independent ations – from credit and market risks to non-fi nancial risks. As an integral part of this division, Credit Risk Management operates as an independent ations – from credit and market risks to non-fi nancial risks. As an integral part of this division, Credit Risk Management operates as an independent 
credit approval and monitoring function. Conducting in-depth analyses of counterparty, industry and sovereign risk, CRM examines, approves and credit approval and monitoring function. Conducting in-depth analyses of counterparty, industry and sovereign risk, CRM examines, approves and credit approval and monitoring function. Conducting in-depth analyses of counterparty, industry and sovereign risk, CRM examines, approves and credit approval and monitoring function. Conducting in-depth analyses of counterparty, industry and sovereign risk, CRM examines, approves and credit approval and monitoring function. Conducting in-depth analyses of counterparty, industry and sovereign risk, CRM examines, approves and 
tracks credit risk in order to optimise Deutsche Bank’s risk management relating to counterparties.tracks credit risk in order to optimise Deutsche Bank’s risk management relating to counterparties.tracks credit risk in order to optimise Deutsche Bank’s risk management relating to counterparties.

Your key responsibilities

–  Undertake accurate and timely credit analysis of counterparties (including Corporates and FIs) by identifying business and fi nancial risk based on –  Undertake accurate and timely credit analysis of counterparties (including Corporates and FIs) by identifying business and fi nancial risk based on –  Undertake accurate and timely credit analysis of counterparties (including Corporates and FIs) by identifying business and fi nancial risk based on –  Undertake accurate and timely credit analysis of counterparties (including Corporates and FIs) by identifying business and fi nancial risk based on 
understanding of business model, fi nancial statement analysis, preparing cash fl ow model/ forecast and peer analysis.understanding of business model, fi nancial statement analysis, preparing cash fl ow model/ forecast and peer analysis.understanding of business model, fi nancial statement analysis, preparing cash fl ow model/ forecast and peer analysis.understanding of business model, fi nancial statement analysis, preparing cash fl ow model/ forecast and peer analysis.

–  Write Rating reports and credit reviews/analysis for recommendation to Senior members for approval.–  Write Rating reports and credit reviews/analysis for recommendation to Senior members for approval.–  Write Rating reports and credit reviews/analysis for recommendation to Senior members for approval.–  Write Rating reports and credit reviews/analysis for recommendation to Senior members for approval.
–  Active participation in Live trades by understanding the trade dynamics, providing your recommendation and completing the credit write-ups –  Active participation in Live trades by understanding the trade dynamics, providing your recommendation and completing the credit write-ups –  Active participation in Live trades by understanding the trade dynamics, providing your recommendation and completing the credit write-ups –  Active participation in Live trades by understanding the trade dynamics, providing your recommendation and completing the credit write-ups 

(Addendum) for the same.(Addendum) for the same.
–  On-going monitoring & surveillance of assigned international portfolios, including rating changes, market/industry developments, news events, etc –  On-going monitoring & surveillance of assigned international portfolios, including rating changes, market/industry developments, news events, etc –  On-going monitoring & surveillance of assigned international portfolios, including rating changes, market/industry developments, news events, etc –  On-going monitoring & surveillance of assigned international portfolios, including rating changes, market/industry developments, news events, etc 

and assessing the impact on credit worthiness of the counterparty, keeping DB’s exposure in mind.and assessing the impact on credit worthiness of the counterparty, keeping DB’s exposure in mind.and assessing the impact on credit worthiness of the counterparty, keeping DB’s exposure in mind.and assessing the impact on credit worthiness of the counterparty, keeping DB’s exposure in mind.
–  Understand the various banking products (including Trade Finance and Derivatives) and credit documentation for the same. Support with appropri-–  Understand the various banking products (including Trade Finance and Derivatives) and credit documentation for the same. Support with appropri-–  Understand the various banking products (including Trade Finance and Derivatives) and credit documentation for the same. Support with appropri-–  Understand the various banking products (including Trade Finance and Derivatives) and credit documentation for the same. Support with appropri-

ate checks and its inclusion in the credit reviews.ate checks and its inclusion in the credit reviews.
–  Monitoring of limits/exposure: Updating Limit amendments and credit relevant data updates in the credit system. Exposure monitoring and timely –  Monitoring of limits/exposure: Updating Limit amendments and credit relevant data updates in the credit system. Exposure monitoring and timely –  Monitoring of limits/exposure: Updating Limit amendments and credit relevant data updates in the credit system. Exposure monitoring and timely –  Monitoring of limits/exposure: Updating Limit amendments and credit relevant data updates in the credit system. Exposure monitoring and timely –  Monitoring of limits/exposure: Updating Limit amendments and credit relevant data updates in the credit system. Exposure monitoring and timely 

clearance of Excess tickets. Timely monitoring of covenants and regular discussion with KCPs.clearance of Excess tickets. Timely monitoring of covenants and regular discussion with KCPs.clearance of Excess tickets. Timely monitoring of covenants and regular discussion with KCPs.clearance of Excess tickets. Timely monitoring of covenants and regular discussion with KCPs.
–  Manage own credit portfolio and assist senior decision makers to make informed decisions based on your recommendations–  Manage own credit portfolio and assist senior decision makers to make informed decisions based on your recommendations–  Manage own credit portfolio and assist senior decision makers to make informed decisions based on your recommendations–  Manage own credit portfolio and assist senior decision makers to make informed decisions based on your recommendations
–  Interface directly with the Credit offi  cers and other stakeholders (business side, Exposure managements, and various ops teams) to ensure com-–  Interface directly with the Credit offi  cers and other stakeholders (business side, Exposure managements, and various ops teams) to ensure com-–  Interface directly with the Credit offi  cers and other stakeholders (business side, Exposure managements, and various ops teams) to ensure com-–  Interface directly with the Credit offi  cers and other stakeholders (business side, Exposure managements, and various ops teams) to ensure com-–  Interface directly with the Credit offi  cers and other stakeholders (business side, Exposure managements, and various ops teams) to ensure com-

plete understanding of DB’s exposure and timely completion of the credit reviews.plete understanding of DB’s exposure and timely completion of the credit reviews.plete understanding of DB’s exposure and timely completion of the credit reviews.plete understanding of DB’s exposure and timely completion of the credit reviews.
–  Participate in ad-hoc projects related to portfolio exercises (industry/regional exercise), regulatory developments, sector notes, audit exercises and –  Participate in ad-hoc projects related to portfolio exercises (industry/regional exercise), regulatory developments, sector notes, audit exercises and –  Participate in ad-hoc projects related to portfolio exercises (industry/regional exercise), regulatory developments, sector notes, audit exercises and –  Participate in ad-hoc projects related to portfolio exercises (industry/regional exercise), regulatory developments, sector notes, audit exercises and –  Participate in ad-hoc projects related to portfolio exercises (industry/regional exercise), regulatory developments, sector notes, audit exercises and 

support for various business strategies.support for various business strategies.
–  Ensure compliance with relevant and applicable local and global regulatory and policy requirements–  Ensure compliance with relevant and applicable local and global regulatory and policy requirements–  Ensure compliance with relevant and applicable local and global regulatory and policy requirements–  Ensure compliance with relevant and applicable local and global regulatory and policy requirements

Your skills and experienceYour skills and experience

–  You are likely to have completed specialist vocational training in a fi eld of relevance and/or hold a university degree in Finance, Business, Accounting –  You are likely to have completed specialist vocational training in a fi eld of relevance and/or hold a university degree in Finance, Business, Accounting –  You are likely to have completed specialist vocational training in a fi eld of relevance and/or hold a university degree in Finance, Business, Accounting –  You are likely to have completed specialist vocational training in a fi eld of relevance and/or hold a university degree in Finance, Business, Accounting 
or Economics.

–  While experience in a commercial banking role is preferable, candidates with a proven track record in other fi elds will also be considered.–  While experience in a commercial banking role is preferable, candidates with a proven track record in other fi elds will also be considered.–  While experience in a commercial banking role is preferable, candidates with a proven track record in other fi elds will also be considered.–  While experience in a commercial banking role is preferable, candidates with a proven track record in other fi elds will also be considered.
–  To thrive in this role, you will have to be familiar with the economic and banking system as well as relevant regulatory requirements.–  To thrive in this role, you will have to be familiar with the economic and banking system as well as relevant regulatory requirements.–  To thrive in this role, you will have to be familiar with the economic and banking system as well as relevant regulatory requirements.–  To thrive in this role, you will have to be familiar with the economic and banking system as well as relevant regulatory requirements.
–  Solid analytical skills and a good understanding of balance sheet analysis (fi nancial reporting) are essential, as are a good knowledge of credit –  Solid analytical skills and a good understanding of balance sheet analysis (fi nancial reporting) are essential, as are a good knowledge of credit –  Solid analytical skills and a good understanding of balance sheet analysis (fi nancial reporting) are essential, as are a good knowledge of credit –  Solid analytical skills and a good understanding of balance sheet analysis (fi nancial reporting) are essential, as are a good knowledge of credit 

products and profi ciency in the use of MS Offi  ce.products and profi ciency in the use of MS Offi  ce.
–  Eff ective communication and time management skills are particularly important, complemented by a highly diligent, well-structured approach and –  Eff ective communication and time management skills are particularly important, complemented by a highly diligent, well-structured approach and –  Eff ective communication and time management skills are particularly important, complemented by a highly diligent, well-structured approach and –  Eff ective communication and time management skills are particularly important, complemented by a highly diligent, well-structured approach and 

the ability to perform under pressure.the ability to perform under pressure.
–  Your personal credentials will include team spirit together with a high level of motivation and well-developed interpersonal skills.–  Your personal credentials will include team spirit together with a high level of motivation and well-developed interpersonal skills.–  Your personal credentials will include team spirit together with a high level of motivation and well-developed interpersonal skills.–  Your personal credentials will include team spirit together with a high level of motivation and well-developed interpersonal skills.
–  You will have to be capable of communicating in English (written and spoken), preferably complemented by German and other foreign language skills.–  You will have to be capable of communicating in English (written and spoken), preferably complemented by German and other foreign language skills.–  You will have to be capable of communicating in English (written and spoken), preferably complemented by German and other foreign language skills.–  You will have to be capable of communicating in English (written and spoken), preferably complemented by German and other foreign language skills.

About us Contact

We are the leading German bank with strong European roots and a global network. We’re driving growth through our We are the leading German bank with strong European roots and a global network. We’re driving growth through our We are the leading German bank with strong European roots and a global network. We’re driving growth through our We are the leading German bank with strong European roots and a global network. We’re driving growth through our 
strong client franchise. Investing heavily in digital technologies, prioritising long term success over short-term gains, strong client franchise. Investing heavily in digital technologies, prioritising long term success over short-term gains, strong client franchise. Investing heavily in digital technologies, prioritising long term success over short-term gains, strong client franchise. Investing heavily in digital technologies, prioritising long term success over short-term gains, 
and serving society with ambition and integrity. We serve our clients’ real economic needs in commercial and invest-and serving society with ambition and integrity. We serve our clients’ real economic needs in commercial and invest-and serving society with ambition and integrity. We serve our clients’ real economic needs in commercial and invest-and serving society with ambition and integrity. We serve our clients’ real economic needs in commercial and invest-
ment banking, retail banking and transaction banking, and provide ground-breaking products and services in asset and ment banking, retail banking and transaction banking, and provide ground-breaking products and services in asset and ment banking, retail banking and transaction banking, and provide ground-breaking products and services in asset and ment banking, retail banking and transaction banking, and provide ground-breaking products and services in asset and 
wealth management. That means a career packed with opportunities to grow and the chance to shape the future of our wealth management. That means a career packed with opportunities to grow and the chance to shape the future of our wealth management. That means a career packed with opportunities to grow and the chance to shape the future of our wealth management. That means a career packed with opportunities to grow and the chance to shape the future of our 
clients.

Bert Meissgeyer
bert.meissgeyer@db.com

We welcome applications from talented people from all cultures, countries, races, genders, sexual orientations, disabilities, beliefs and generations We welcome applications from talented people from all cultures, countries, races, genders, sexual orientations, disabilities, beliefs and generations We welcome applications from talented people from all cultures, countries, races, genders, sexual orientations, disabilities, beliefs and generations We welcome applications from talented people from all cultures, countries, races, genders, sexual orientations, disabilities, beliefs and generations 
and are committed to providing a working environment free from harassment, discrimination and retaliation. Click and are committed to providing a working environment free from harassment, discrimination and retaliation. Click and are committed to providing a working environment free from harassment, discrimination and retaliation. Click and are committed to providing a working environment free from harassment, discrimination and retaliation. Click here to fi nd out more about our 
diversity and inclusion policy and initiatives.diversity and inclusion policy and initiatives.diversity and inclusion policy and initiatives.


